TRAVELLING
AT THE HOTEL

LE FLOREAL

Presentation
➢ 3* hotel restaurant with 41 rooms including 5 triples and 4
quadruples (20 m² mini)

➢ 3 floors with lift
➢ Fully renovated bathrooms with walk-in showers and
separate toilets

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Bar-restaurant with 50 seats, veranda
Buffet breakfast
Garden with flowers and trees
Secure outdoor pool 12 x 6 m, heated during midseason
Free WIFI throughout the hotel

Conference room, luggage storage
Free private parking
Historic center of Vence 10 min walk

HOTEL LE FLOREAL
***

Situation
The pretty and historic village of Vence is located in the Alpes Maritimes, on the
French Riviera, just 3 km from the famous village of Saint-Paul de Vence.
Located 12 km from Nice International Airport (2nd French airport), Vence occupies
a strategic place to discover both the coast and the hinterland.
Between Monaco, Cannes, Nice and Grasse, Vence is ideally placed to shine around
these mythical places.

The rooms
Modern or Provencal style, the
Floréal rooms have a minimum area
of 20 m². Several types of rooms are
available for booking (double, triple,
quadruple, family and disabled
accessible).

All double rooms have a balcony with
garden furniture or a private terrace
with deckchairs for rooms on the
ground floor, flat screen TV, desk and
dressing room.
All rooms are air-conditioned and
have a safe and an electronic card
lock system.

The bathrooms
Recently renovated, they are equipped
with
walk-in
showers,
welcome
products, hairdryer, separate toilet and
dressing room.

The garden
The garden of the Floréal invites you to relax in its lush greenery and landscaped
for your comfort with garden furniture, tables and chairs in the shade of olive trees.

The pool
With its 12 m long, the swimming pool of the Floréal (safe for children) is at your
disposal on sunny days with its garden furniture and deckchairs.

The bar - restaurant

The Floreal's restaurant, open every day in season, offers French cuisine with
varied menus served in the dining room, the veranda or the garden.

Picnic baskets can be offered to groups wishing to go on a daily basis as well as
menus adapted to their budget.

In season, theme nights and barbecues are offered in the garden.

The bar offers a wide variety of drinks and cocktails as well as an ice cream
menu.

Charter : "Alpes-Maritimes by bike "

By signing this charter, the hotel le Floreal commits to :
"Facilitate access to the practice of cycling and give a welcome
and appropriate services "
Our engagements :
➢ To bring a personal and attentive welcome to cyclists
➢ Be equipped with a secure bike shed
➢ Provide a repair kit
➢ Have a space reserved for cars in long-term parking
➢ Offer the possibility of preparing a packed lunch
➢ Transmit information on organized bike trips in the area
➢ Less than 5 km from bike loops

Our strengths dedicated to cyclists

The hotel le Floreal offers cyclists equipment and services adapted to their
needs :
➢ Free private parking in front of the hotel that can accommodate a bus and
its bike trailer

➢ Secure shed for storing around 50 bicycles
➢ Terrace dedicated to bike maintenance
➢ Adjustable gantry for bicycle repair
➢ Meeting room for 30 people with video projector and flipchart
➢ Menus and breakfast adapted on request
➢ Laundry service available

Cycling in the Alpes Maritimes
Sports loops
Reserved for cyclosportives, these loops will make you
discover the beauty and variety of the landscapes of the AlpesMaritimes.
In the high country, 2 circuits take you to the wild territories of
the Var Valley.
To the east of the department, 4 itineraries take place from the
Mediterranean to the mythical Turini pass; these loops can be
combined as part of a longer stay.
To the west, several circuits around the Col de Vence and a
loop departing from Mandelieu - La Napoule across the
preserved landscapes of the Regional Natural Park of the
Préalpes d'Azur and the Siagne Valley.
The wealth of heritage and local gastronomy await you in the
villages one travel through.
Tourist loops
This proposal of 8 itineraries will take you to through the
inland areas of the Alpes-Maritimes and, with 4 of them
leading you into the heart of the Regional Natural Park of the
Préalpes d'Azur.
Aimed at cycling tourists, these "discovery" trails immerse you
in spectacular landscapes that will delight you with their
gastronomy, geology or their history.
Family loops
Designed for an initial practice of the road bike, some of these
circuits will have to be done by mountain bike or VTC.
Short distances and with a low level, these loops let you to
discover of the uncrowded territories of the Middle and
Highlands of the Alpes-Maritimes. Discovery and relaxation are
the keywords of these escapades and you can enjoy a picnic or
a gourmet stop at one of the best restaurants in the country.

Find all this information on :
www.departement06.fr/alpes-maritimes-a-velo/charteaccueil-et-marque-nationale-accueil-velo-3493.html

To see - To do in the region

CULTURE

SPORT

Chagall Museum

Cycling

Maeght Foundation

Treking

Matisse Chapel

Rafting & Canyoning

Rotschild Villa

Boating

Oceanographic Museum

Snow sports

EVENTS

ACTIVITY IDEAS

Grand Prix of Monaco

Helicopter tours

Carnival of Nice

Electric bike and scooter rental

Lemon Festival of Menton

Boat rental

Festival of the Violet of
Tourette-sur-Loup

Cinema Route

Hôtel Le Floréal
440 avenue Rhin et Danube 06140 Vence - Tel : +33 (0)4 93 58 64 40
contact@florealvence.com

www.florealvence.com

